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2 Option J is correct A position statement is a statement that summarizes the main point or claim of a piece of writing. By 
adding this sentence at the beginning of the second paragraph, the writer clearly states her position 
and why she supports the four-day school week. 

Option F is incorrect Although the ideas in this sentence include a possible benefit of the four-day school week, adding this 
sentence does not offer a clear position statement. 

Option G is incorrect The benefits to parents of a four-day week are not mentioned in the selection, so adding this 
sentence would not establish an effective position statement. 

Option H is incorrect Adding this sentence would not provide an effective position statement for the paper because it is a 
detail r ather than a summarizing sentence of the writer•s position. 
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4 Option G is correct Sentence 33 includes redundant information because •budgets are stretchedŽ is the same idea 
presented in sentence 32 •where budgets are strained.Ž 

Option F is incorrect The information in sentence 32 supports the focus of the paragraph and should not be deleted. 

Option H is incorrect Specific examples of how schools can save money by shortening the school week are included in 
sentence 34 and support the ideas presented in the paragraph. 

Option J is incorrect Sentence 35 is important because the author provides additional information regarding how schools 
can sa ve money by shortening the school week. 
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5 Option C is correct 
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6 Option F is correct Details about the circulatory system should be added after sentence 4 because the comparison 
between the circulatory system and the lymphatic system is emphasized. 

Option G is incorrect Placing the additional sentence after sentence 5 would create a disruption in the paragraph by adding 
details about the circulatory system after explaining the purpose of the lymphatic system. 

Option H is incorrect Adding this idea after sentence 6 interrupts the logical flow of ideas in the paragraph by introducing 
information about the circulatory system after the writer has narrowed the focus to the lymphatic 
system. 

Option J is incorrect A transition is a word, phrase, or sentence that connects topics or ideas. Details about the purpose of 
the circulatory system should be added to the paragraph because they strengthen the transition 
between sentence 4 and sentence 5. 
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7 Option A is correct A transition is a word, phrase, or sentence that connects topics or ideas. Replacing sentence 9 with 
this sentence effectively transitions from the idea of how the lymphatic system gets rid of waste in 
the body to the idea of •how the brain is able to rid itself of waste.Ž 

Option B is incorrect An effective transition between the second and third paragraphs is not provided because there is no 
connection to the lymphatic system that the writer discusses in the second paragraph. 

Option C is incorrect The information included in this sentence is vague, so replacing sentence 9 with this sentence 
provides an ineffective transition between the two paragraphs. 

Option D is incorrect The phrase •so everyone always wondered about thatŽ is imprecise. It fails to create an effective 
transition. 
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8 Option G is correct Rearranging the wording in this way eliminates the awkward phrasing and clearly shows the 
connection of ideas by clarifying that there is fluid •running along the brain•s blood vessels.Ž 

Option F is incorrect A confusing sentence is created with this revision, and a misplaced-modifier error is introduced. A 
misplaced modifier is a word, phrase, or clause that is improperly separated from the word it modifies 
or describes. 

Option H is incorrect Revising the sentence in this way results in a confusing sentence with an awkward structure. 

Option J is incorrect This revision results in an awkward sentence that does not improve the clarity of the sentence. 
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9 Option D is correct The idea that specific •proteins appear in the waste products of brain cellsŽ effectively supports the 
inference that brain diseases are connected to the lymphatic system•s ability to remove waste in the 
brain. 

Option A is incorrect This sentence is a personal opinion and provides no additional support for the inference. 

Option B is incorrect This revision includes extraneous information that is irrelevant to the inference presented in 
sentence 19. 

Option C is incorrect Adding this sentence introduces extraneous information that does not support the inference in 
sentence 19. 
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11 Option A is correct A possessive is a noun or a pronoun that shows possession by the addition of an apostrophe. 
Changing •campaignsŽ to •campaign•sŽ corrects a punctuation error by showing that the 
advertisement belongs to the campaign. 

Option B is incorrect Changing •advertisementsŽ to •advertizementsŽ would create a spelling error. 

Option C is incorrect The verb •realizedŽ is used correctly in the sentence, because the events being described took place 
in the past. 

Option D is incorrect It is appropriate to use a comma before the conjunction •soŽ when separating two independent 
clauses, which are clauses that can stand alone as complete sentences. 
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12 Option G is correct Sentence 14 is a sentence fragment, which is a group of words that is not a complete sentence. 
Combining sentences 13 and 14 in this manner corrects the sentence fragment. 

Option F is incorrect Combining sentences 13 and 14 with a semicolon is grammatically incorrect. 

Option H is incorrect Replacing the period with a colon to combine the two sentences introduces a grammatical error. 

Option J is incorrect The phrase •and she trainingŽ is grammatically incorrect and is not the correct way to eliminate the 
sentence fr agment in sentence 14. 
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13 Option B is correct Inserting a comma after •atmosphereŽ corrects a punctuation error in the sentence since a comma is 
needed after the long introductory phrase. 

Option A is incorrect The past-tense verb phrase •broke freeŽ is used correctly to describe an action that took place in the 
past. 

Option C is incorrect A possessive is a noun or a pronoun that shows possession by the addition of an apostrophe. In 
sentence 
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16 Option G is correct The semicolon incorrectly links the information in this sentence, so deleting it corrects the 
punctuation error . 

Option F is incorrect 
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17 Option C is correct Changing the comma after •unitsŽ to a colon corrects the punctuation error since the author provides 
a list after the word •units.Ž 

Option A is incorrect The comma is used correctly in the sentence as it separates a long introductory clause from the main 
part of the sentence. 

Option B is incorrect The present-tense verb •usesŽ is correctly used to describe an action that is taking place in the 
present. 

Option D is incorrect Leaving the sentence unchanged does not correct the punctuation error in the sentence. 
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18 Option H is correct The comma splice in sentence 28 occurs when two independent clauses are connected with only a 
comma. The comma splice is corrected by changing the second clause to a dependent clause, which 
is a clause that cannot stand alone as a complete sentence. 

Option F is incorrect This sentence contains another comma splice and does not correct the original sentence. 

Option G is incorrect The replacement of the comma with a semicolon is not effective because the second main clause that 
follows the semicolon is a sentence fragment, which is a group of words that do not form a complete 
sentence, rather than an independent clause. 

Option J is incorrect Although the first sentence is an independent clause and is correctly punctuated, the second sentence 
is a sentence fr agment and makes this an incorrect answer. 

19 Option D is correct A metaphor is a figure of speech that makes a comparison between two things that are unrelated but 
share common characteristics. The narrator compares playing the piano to •the love object,Ž which 
reveals the depth of his feelings towards the piano. 

Option A is incorrect The narrator uses a metaphor to refer to his feelings of love for playing the piano, not to explain his 
ability to remember a piece of music. 

Option B is incorrect Although the narrator enjoys playing the piano, he suggests a preference for playing alone. The 
metaphor is not used to promote sharing music. 

Option C is incorrect The narrator uses a metaphor to describe his own feelings for the piano, not to suggest others feel 
the same enthusiasm he feels. 
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20 Option G is correct In paragraph 8, Luc emphasizes the significance of buying a piano and how important it is to choose 
••the right one.•Ž Luc is encouraging the narrator to reflect on the idea that buying a piano is a 
commitment. 

Option F is incorrect It is clear from the dialogue in paragraph 8 that Luc recognizes that it is up to the narrator to make 
the decision, but Luc does not suggest the need for the narrator to trust himself. 

Option H is incorrect Although Luc reminds the narrator of the importance of picking the right piano, he is not trying to 
direct the narrator to consider other pianos in paragraph 8. 

Option J is incorrect Although Luc mentions ••a flute or a violin•Ž in paragraph 8, he is contrasting them with pianos in 
terms of the commitment involved. Luc is not suggesting the narrator play other instruments. 

21 Option A is correct In paragraph 1, the narrator says, •Something said •Yes!• before [he] even touched the keyboard.Ž 
The narrator intuitiv ely understands that he has found the right piano. 

Option B is incorrect Although the narrator says he • wanted to invite music backŽ into his life in paragraph 1, there is no 
evidence to suggest that he recognizes an unachieved goal. 

Option C is incorrect In paragraph 1, the piano is described as an •impractical hulk,Ž but this description is about the size 
of the piano. The idea of whether a choice is practical is not introduced. 

Option D is incorrect The reader can infer from details in paragraph 1 that the narrator has experience playing the piano, 
but the idea of 
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22 Option J is correct The reader can infer that the narrator•s wife regards her husband•s musical creativity, what she calls 
his ••personal expression,•Ž as a necessary outlet that is worth the ••investment•Ž of buying a piano. 

Option F is incorrect The narrator•s wife is not comparing the arts to anything; rather, she is comparing the purchase of 
the piano to being creative. 

Option G is incorrect The narrator•s wife thinks her husband should get the piano because he needs an outlet for his 
creativity , not just because he wants it. 
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24 Option F is correct This description is provided to reveal the narrator•s delight with the piano•s distinctive tone. Based on 
this description, the reader can conclude that the narrator feels that this piano is special. 

Option G is incorrect This description is about the piano•s tone, not its durability or physical appearance. 

Option H is incorrect The narrator describes the piano•s tone. However, the narrator does not state why he is physically 
able to play the piano. 

Option J is incorrect There is no evidence in paragraph 1 to suggest the narrator is considering the piano•s upkeep or that 
this piano differs from other pianos in that regard. 

25 Option D is correct In this quotation, the narrator uses a tone of excitement and awe to describe the piano. Based on the 
descriptive language, the reader can conclude that the narrator has a strong desire to play the piano 
again. 

Option A is incorrect The narrator expresses excitement about a piano. The narrator does not explain where he is 
shopping. 

Option B is incorrect The description is used to highlight the narrator•s fascination with a piano, not about his doubts about 
what he wants. 

Option C is incorrect There is no evidence to suggest that the narrator tends to exaggerate, even in the description he 
provides in this quotation. 
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26 Option J is correct In paragraphs 1 and 2, the author gives a brief history of the rise and fall of piano sales and then 
describes his difficulty in getting rid of a piano, which illustrates a reason for the downward trend in 
piano ownership. 

Option F is incorrect While a magazine title is mentioned, the author makes no reference to an article listing the benefits 
of owning a piano. 

Option G is incorrect Although the author mentions that there are still many students taking lessons, there are no stories 
about students enjoying music. 

Option H is incorrect The author does not argue against getting rid of pianos. In fact, he admits that the •pruning of a 
century•s worth of neglected home pianos might not be such a bad thing.Ž 

27 Option A is correct The author refers to a •downward . . . arpeggioŽ to emphasize the decline in piano sales that started 
in the late 1970s. The author•s use of musical terminology compares the shifting popularity of the 
piano and the shifting notes in a song. 

Option B is incorrect The author does not attribute the sentence to a music dealer. The reference to the arpeggio is being 
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28 Option H is correct In paragraph 6, the author compares his struggle to find a buyer for his piano to a blues song. The 
reference to the hopeful end is used to suggest that the author was relieved to finally find someone 
who wanted his old piano. 

Option F is incorrect This quotation is a reference to the author•s persistence, not his relief. 

Option G is incorrect This quotation is a reference to the author•s increasing despair, not his relief. 

Option J is incorrect This quotation is a reference to old pianos reaching the ends of their life spans, not to the author•s 
relief . 

29 Option A is correct The purpose of the selection is to highlight the acoustic piano•s value to American society, and to 
illustr ate why that value has declined over time. The author explains that people are pursuing 
interests other than playing the piano, moving into smaller homes, and purchasing digital pianos„all 
factors that contribute to a decline in value. 

Option B is incorrect Although there is information about old pianos and a reference to newer digital pianos, the author 
does not compare old pianos with new ones. 

Option C is incorrect The author says that old pianos are being destroyed because they do not sell, which suggests that 
the instruments can be replaced. 

Option D is incorrect The author does mention digital pianos as a new trend in paragraph 3, but the only trend discussed 
at length is the waning popularity of older pianos. 

30 Option G is correct In paragraph 4, the author refers to the •growth areaŽ of piano disposal and includes a quotation 
linking a boom with the action •getting rid of their pianos.Ž Based on this context, the reader can 
determine that in paragraph 4, boom is closest in meaning to Definition 2, a rapid increase in activity. 

Option F is incorrect The boom described in paragraph 4 is about the disposal of pianos, not about a type of sound. 

Option H is incorrect There is no context in paragraph 4 related to poles or microphones. 

Option J is incorrect There is no context in paragraph 4 related to navigation. 
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31 Option A is correct In paragraph 7, the author explains the issues with pianos that •have reached their coda,Ž or ending. 
The author•s purpose for including this information is to support the idea that it may be acceptable to 
get rid of an old piano. 

Option B is incorrect In paragraph 7, the author expresses the idea that piano music will continue to be important, not the 
pianos themselves. 

Option C is incorrect The author refers to the end of a •piano•s life spanŽ in paragraph 7 but does not provide details about 
the life cycle of pianos. 

Option D is incorrect The author refers to older pianos in paragraph 7 but provides no historical details about them. 

32 Option H is correct The word roughly is used in paragraph 4 to refer to the monthly rate of piano removals. The rate 
provided„five pianos a month„is an approximate, not an exact, number and can change every 
month. 

Option F is incorrect The word •peakŽ is used to describe a year, 1909, in which the greatest number of pianos were sold. 
A year cannot be described as •an approximate amount.Ž 

Option G is incorrect Based on the context in paragraph 3, the reader can conclude that •substantialŽ is close in meaning 
to a sizeable quantity, not •an approximate amount.Ž 

Option J is incorrect In paragraph 5, •treacherousŽ is used to describe the path removers take to get a piano to a truck; a 
path would not be described as •an approximate amount.Ž 
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33 Option B is correct The best summary of the selection is presented in these sentences. The popularity of owning a piano 
in the past and the current decline in ownership are both described, as are the reasons for the 
decline. The key idea that people still appreciate the piano and want to learn how to play the 
instrument is also conveyed. 

Option A is incorrect Information about the decline in piano ownership is included in this summary, but the reasons for this 
decline are ex cluded. 

Option C is incorrect Although some key details from the selection are included in this summary, the decline in piano 
ownership is not mentioned. 

Option D is incorrect The specific details included in this summary are not key ideas of the selection. This summary does 
not present the gist of the selection. 

34 Option F is correct In The Piano Shop on the Left Bank, the narrator is described as being •spellboundŽ (paragraph 1) 
and •babbling with enthusiasmŽ (paragraph 14) when he describes the piano to his wife. In •Those 
Old Piano Blues,Ž the author describes feeling the •saddest of bluesŽ (paragraph 4) when he learns 
that many pianos are being disposed of. 

Option G is incorrect Although the author of The Piano Shop on the Left Bank describes the •solid feelŽ (paragraph 5) of a 
piano, neither author discusses the materials that make up a piano. 

Option H is incorrect There is no information about the history of pianos included in The Piano Shop on the Left Bank, and 
•Those Old Piano BluesŽ includes only the recent history of piano sales. 

Option J is incorrect Only the author of •Those Old Piano BluesŽ mentions digital pianos, and neither author claims that 
people should learn to play an acoustic piano before moving to a digital one. 
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35 Option C is correct In •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž the author tries unsuccessfully to sell an old Steinway piano and 
ultimately giv es the instrument away. 

Option A is incorrect In •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž the author tries to sell an old Steinway piano •for any price, including 
freeŽ in paragraph 3. The reader can infer that the author did not have high expectations. 

Option B is incorrect In •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž the author gives his old piano to a friend, not a school. 

Option D is incorrect In •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž the author concludes that some pianos have reached the end of their life 
cycle but does not share the thought that old pianos should be destroyed. 

36 Option G is correct In The Piano Shop on the Left Bank, the focus is on the narrator•s efforts to evaluate and buy an old 
Stingl piano„from playing it and falling in love with it at the shop, to convincing his wife that he had 
found the perfect piano. In •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž the author explains that there is such an 
abundance of unwanted old pianos that he cannot even give his away and that the business of 
disposing of old pianos is booming. 

Option F is incorrect The author of •Those Old Piano BluesŽ explains that unlike piano ownership, piano lessons have not 
declined in popularity. 

Option H is incorrect In The Piano Shop on the Left Bank, the narrator emphasizes the craftsmanship of an old piano, not a 
new one. In •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž the author mentions digital pianos but does not give emphasis 
to the idea that they are preferred over acoustic pianos. 

Option J is incorrect In The Piano Shop on the Left Bank, the author tells only of his own appreciation for an old piano but 
never says such appreciation is rare. In •Those Old Piano Blues,Ž people are described as overvaluing 
their pianos, not all instruments. 
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37 Option C is correct In both selections, the authors convey the attachment people have for pianos. In The Piano Shop on 
the Left Bank, the narrator highlights his own passion and longing for an old Stingl piano. In •Those 
Old Piano Blues,Ž the author describes his effort to find a home for his old piano, as well as how 
people overvalue their old pianos because of their emotional attachment to them. 

Option A is incorrect Although the author of •Those Old Piano BluesŽ describes pianos as a source of entertainment in the 
past, the feeling conveyed in both selections is attachment. 

Option B is incorrect Neither the narrator in The Piano Shop on the Left Bank nor the author of •Those Old Piano BluesŽ 
describe a feeling of ambition. Though there is a personal task described in both selections, the 
reader cannot infer that it is a sense of ambition that drives the authors. 

Option D is incorrect Although the narrator in The Piano Shop on the Left Bank is •spellboundŽ by the Stingl piano in 
paragr aph 1, no feeling of awe is apparent in •Those Old Piano Blues.Ž 

38 Option J is correct In paragraph 9, the author notes an •embedded patternŽ of seeking approval in high school, pointing 
to a culture that, in her opinion, can be •toxicŽ to students. 

Option F is incorrect This sentence is a reference to how the author felt before beginning high school, not to her opinion of 
high-school culture. 

Option G is incorrect 
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43 Option A is correct In paragraph 4, the author explains how she and her husband •were immediately struck by the 
beauty of the 
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45 Option D is correct In this sentence, the author expresses the confidence she has gained over time by comparing her life 
experiences with •magnificent layers that inspire rather than repress and remain buried.Ž She feels 
inspired and empowered by her past. 

Option A is incorrect This author includes this sentence to describe the colors she saw on a trip to the Grand Canyon, not a 
sense of her confidence. 

Option B is incorrect This sentence is a reference to the author at an early stage in her life, before her life experiences 
made her more confident. 

Option C is incorrect In this sentence, the author is referring to a point in her life where she felt a sense of change, but it 
is before she becomes more confident. It was the recognition of •the layers beneathŽ that led to her 
confidence. 

46 Option F is correct The repeated italicized • bang-bang-bang-bang-bangŽ is the sound of Kevin continuously shooting 
hockey pucks. The repetition and italics are used to draw the reader•s attention to Kevin•s 
dedication. 

Option G is incorrect Although the repetition of •bang-bang-bang-bang-bang Ž could indicate a noise that causes irritation, 
there is no evidence to support the idea that Kevin is irritated. 

Option H is incorrect Kevin•s neighbors hear the •bang-bang-bang-bang-bang Ž noises whenever Kevin practices, but there 
is no evidence to support the idea that Kevin needs their attention. 

Option J is incorrect Although Kevin did score all twelve goals in the hockey game described in paragraph 1, there is no 
evidence that he is frustrated with his teammates. 
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47 Option A is correct In paragraph 2, the author references •puck-graveyardsŽ and •vulcanized rubberŽ in neighbors• 
flowerbeds. The reader should infer that neighbors would not want to leave hockey pucks in their 
flowerbeds, but that they would dig them up, or exhume them. 

Option B is incorrect Kevin•s neighbors would not likely blend Kevin•s pucks in with their flowerbeds; they would likely dig 
up the pucks. 

Option C is incorrect Kevin•s neighbors would not likely establish, or set up, puck-graveyards in their flowerbeds; they 
would lik ely dig up the pucks. 

Option D is incorrect Kevin•s neighbors would likely spend time digging up the pucks in their flowerbeds for the sake of 
their flowers rather than trying to find ways to conceal, or hide, the unsightly pucks. 

48 Option J is correct The detail in paragraph 5 that •everyone•s been telling him ever since he first stood on a pair of 
skatesŽ is used to suggest that Kevin probably feels increasing pressure from external expectations. 
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51 Option A is correct 
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